How PROCAS Compares
Accounting Software for Government Contractors

PROCAS has been working exclusively with government contractors since 1997. How does your current or prospective accounting
system compare? Here’s why our clients have chosen PROCAS:

QuickBooks
or Other

PROCAS

Built exclusively for Defense Contract Audit Agency (DCAA) audit compliance.
Project Profitability Reports can be calculated at any time with a push of a button.
Employee work authorizations that limit an employee’s access to assigned tasks and indirect
accounts. Optionally display date range and/or budgeted hours.
Changes to timesheets may be made only by employees, and all changes require the employee
to record a reason for change. (DCAA requirements)
Electronic signature and approval of timesheets meets DCAA requirements.
An electronic expense report system that accesses government per diem rates for anywhere
in the world and calculates allowances in accord with the standard travel regulations.
Expenses charged to company credit cards and accounted for by employee on an expense
report are automatically recorded in the accounting system.
Invoices can be prepared on multiple formats, including standard forms (1034 and 1035),
with a push of a button.
An indirect rate report can be calculated at any time with the push of a button.
Reports on cost pools and bases can be calculated at any time with a push of a button.
Reports from the job cost ledger can be calculated at any time with a push of a button.
Accounting transactions that are automatically prepared from timesheets completed by
employees with hours and dollars distributed to projects and indirect cost objectives.
Project Status Reports that display budgeted and actual hours and dollars for current period,
year-to-date and inception-to-date can be calculated with a push of a button.
A standard chart of accounts that meets the requirements for segregating direct costs from
indirect costs, accumulating indirect costs by homogeneous cost groupings and segregating
unallowable costs from allowable costs. (Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) requirements)
A flexible, detailed and linked coding structure that tracks costs by project, task, subtask, cost
center, labor category, vendor, employee and line item.
DCAA required reports for an accounting system review or an audit are standard reports
and can be calculated with a push of a button.
Fully integrated accounting, billing, timesheet and expense report software system from
one vendor.
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